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Since neutron 9-decay and muon capture on the proton define the nucléon weak form 
factors, muon capture on the deuteron allows to study the two-nucleon system with 
the weak interaction probe, snvestigating problems like the deuteron wave function, 
meson exchange currents and final state interactions. 

Muon capture on the deuteron*, according to the reaction ^- + d - » n + n + v , occurs 
after the formation of a ^d atom and leads to the same difficulties as on the pro
ton : i) the capture rate is very small and strongly depends on the hyperfine state 
of the p.d atom ; ii) the deuterium must be extremely pure because of the high cross 
section for muons to be transferred to impurities ; iii) in the two previous experi
ments the capture rate was measured by counting the capture neutrons : major limita
tions then come from neutron identification and efficiency knowledge ; iv) in high 
deuterium density d^d molecules catalyse fusion reactions which give an intense 
neutron background and poison the ^d muon source with n 3He atoms. 

For the two previous experiments, at a low deuterium density to avoid d^d formation, 
the interpretation of the capture rates relied on an assumption, that of all ^d were 
in the Doublet hyperfine state. This puzzle of muonic chemistry in deuterium has 
been partially cleared recently, leading to the following consequences : i) the two 
previous experiments can only give a lower and an upper limit for the Doublet captu
re rate : 325 s*1 < v < 557 s" 1 ; ii) the initial \xd population can be defined un
ambiguously only in ultra-pure dense deuterium. 

A new measurement was therefore performed at Saclay in ultra-pure liquid deuterium 
and the neutron detection difficulties have been avoided by using the lifetime 
technique : the capture rate is obtained by an accurate comparison of the n + and n" 
lifetimes : \ - l/% + •• 1/T .. This method takes advantage on the pulsed (3000 Hz) 
beam of the Saclay Linac : the muons stop in the target during the 3 ^s beam burst 
and their lifetime is measured after the burst by the decay electron time distribu
tion. The capture rate can thus be measured without the systematic uncertainties due 
to neutron counting. After subtraction of the cosmic and room backgrounds, correc
tion for a small dead time distortion proportional to the acquisition rate, ana 



extrapolation to zero hydrogen concentration, the mean value of the decay electron 
time d i s t r i bu t i on is : x - 2194.53 ± 0.11 ns. Taking for x + the world average 

& \L value T + = 2197.03 ± 0.04 ns, the average capture rate is : \ = 518 ± 24 s " 1 . p, c 

To get the Doublet capture rate x^, the distort ion due to n3He captures has to be 
corrected out. This correction, calculated from the muonic chemistry parameters, is 
equal to : AX. - - 60 ± 16 s " 1 . The major ingredient in this calculation is the pro-
duct of the muon sticking parameter to 3He by the fyd Doublet formation rate. I t 
happens that the q\id fusion neutron time distr ibut ion dire».t!y nives this product. 
Such a measurement was therefore also done at Saclay by replacing the electron te
lescopes by neutron counters. After a very careful elimination of the huge y-ray 
contamination by pulse shape discrimination, subtraction of cosmic and photo-neutron 
backgrounds, the fusion neutron time distr ibut ion yields A \ = - 59 ± 23 s - 1 . The 
val id i ty of the muonic chemistry calculation is thus confirmed and, after including 
a f inal correction of 12 s" 1 due to the ^-atomic bond, the following value is 
obtained for the capture rate in the nd Doublet spin state : 

\ ° = 470 ± 29 s- 1 . 

This result is higher than the most recent theoretical prediction, \J.(th) ~ 413 s" 1, 
by two standard deviations. A careful investigation has been made of the possible 
systematic errors. Auxiliary measurements showed in particular that : i) a residual 
impurity effect is less than 5 s"*1 ; ii) even in non optimal stopping conditions, 
muon transfer from ^d atoms to the Cu nuclei of the target wall is not significant ; 
iii) a residual muon polarization of 1 %, possible according a recent measurement, 
gives a distortion smaller than 2 s - 1 . 

This difference of two standard deviations might be a statistical fluctuation or 
even due to some unknown systematic error. The answer to this question requires 
further efforts to increase the experimental precision. On the other hard, it might 
also be a theoretical problem. But it could hardly be explained by only adjusting 
the weak coupling constant. Further investigations on the nuclear side, taking for 
instance into account short range effects in the deuteron, could perhaps lead to a 
better agreement and would be of great interest. 

*The details of the present experiment and the related references, in particular to 
previous measurements, to theoretical calculations and to the recent progress in 
muonic chemistry, can be found in the paper by G. Bardin et al., Hue}. Phys. A453 
(1986; 591. ! 


